Summer Internship Programme – Force Over Mass Capital
About Force Over Mass Capital
Force Over Mass is a venture capital firm focused on early stage technology investments. We
invest in Seed, Series A and Series B.
We specialise in business-to-business (B2B) innovation and have a common-sense
investment philosophy which focuses on revenue-generating business models enabled by
technology, rather than simply chasing technology trends.
Force Over Mass has access to an exceptional deal flow through its network and a broad
range of accelerators, incubators and universities. We evaluate 1,200+ pre-screened
companies per year and our investment managers and analysts apply a robust due diligence
and investment process to select the best companies.

Job description
For the internship programme, you will help the investment team with sourcing, analysing and
structuring new deals, research market trends and consult the existing portfolio in their quest
for growth. Responsibilities include:










Explore new deals on events from incubators, accelerators, investor fairs, etc.
Research, identify and source new means to attract deal flow
Draw trend insights from our internal deal source databases
Research and report on relevant technological trends
Conduct due diligence on various aspects of the business: product / service, market
analysis, competitive position & defensibility, current traction, financial performance &
projections, and team background
Analyse term sheets and provide advice on how they could be optimally structured
Consult and support portfolio companies
Assist in the day-to-day management of the firm

What you get out of the programme








Working in a fast-paced environment
Opportunity to grow your network (incubators, accelerators and other VC firms)
Develop deeper knowledge of the European technology start-up eco-system
Introduction to many start-ups and industries
Ability to drive new initiatives and act independently (including sourcing)
Involvement in end-to-end transaction process (from deal sourcing to deal execution)
Exposure to portfolio company reporting and monitoring

Duration
The internship programme runs from the end of June 2020 and covers a 2-month period. We
are open to longer internships, kindly let us know in your application.

Requirements
We are looking for an enthusiastic candidate with a passion for technology, regardless of your
background or studies. A successful candidate will have an analytical approach, the ability to
think independently and eye for detail. We would require UK (or EU) work authorization.

Interested?
Please send us an email at internships@fomcap.com by 28 February 2020 with your CV.

